In the mid 1990s, MS fiercely entered the cell biology field, as its potential in identifying and quantifying entire proteomes became clear. In 2014, Nature released an issue titled "The human proteome," containing studies analyzing the proteome of human tissues and cell lines using MS and generating a wealth of data (Kim et al., 2014; Wilhelm et al., 2014) . That same year, Hebert et al. (2014) published "The one hour yeast proteome," where they showed that about one hour of chromatographic separation coupled with high-performance MS is sufficient to achieve extensive proteome coverage for a simple organism like yeast. This was a milestone for MS-based proteomics, attesting to the high throughput of the technique. Today, the number of proteomics core facilities and services are growing, indicating that the technique reached a level of robustness and reproducibility that can be detached from specific research laboratories holding the technical expertise required for MS. One might think that the proteomics field is where the genomics field was ∼15 yr ago. However, an interesting statistic emerges from counting scientific publications: In the last 10 yr or so, genomics studies have been growing at a faster rate than proteomics ( Fig. 1 A) . How is proteomics not the new genomics yet? What is MS missing from becoming the ideal tool for a comprehensive characterization of biological systems? In this viewpoint, we highlight the common obstacles that prevent successful data interpretation in the MS field and contrast them with the rapid progress seen in the genomics field. We also discuss how the cell biology community, by overcoming these hurdles in data interpretation and material sharing, can use MS to reach deeper levels of analyses at single-cell and system-wide levels.
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Why are MS applications and results still so hard to interpret?
By definition, a mass spectrometer determines the mass-tocharge ratio of a signal ionized in gas phase, which can be converted into the mass of the molecule. Countless experiments can thus be performed where a mass or a mass shift is used as readout. Proteomics is most used for (a) the identification of peptides, proteins, and posttranslational modifications; (b) the measure of protein amounts or turnover, by combining labeling techniques to MS; (c) the characterization of protein structure; and (d) the identification of protein interactions with proteins or nucleic acids (e.g., He et al., 2016) . This plethora of applications requires focused efforts, and thus MS laboratories have specialized to optimize the methods for an application of interest. Nowadays, it is common to refer to one proteomics laboratory dedicated to protein structure analyses and to a different laboratory for protein-protein interactions, as the entire instrumental setup is likely different. This specialization of laboratories has not occurred in genomics, as experiments like chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing, RNA sequencing, assay for transposase-accessible chromatin with high-throughput sequencing, and deep sequencing require similar types of knowledge in operating the instrument and in data analysis.
In addition, the MS field faces different difficulties from the genomics field. Part of the issue is sensitivity; nucleotide sequences can be amplified, allowing analyses up to the single-cell level, which is currently impossible for proteins and metabolites besides rare exceptions. Another difficulty relates to the free distribution of software for data analysis; in genomics, bioinformatics tools are almost never proprietary, whereas it is a much more common practice for proteomics and metabolomics. Finally, MS results are usually more complex to interpret, as the output depends on the method of acquisition and data analysis platform. Further, a considerable challenge in the MS field is defining how much in the output is "real." Every MS scientist who has dealt with collaboration knows the feeling of looking a biologist in the eyes while he/she is asking, "Is this metabolite present in my sample? And is it gone after the treatment?" Sometimes, the answer is not a simple "yes" or "no." Mass spectrometers are very sensitive instruments (limit of detection < attomoles), but defining the threshold between signal and noise is difficult. You might be able to select a signal that, once fragmented, produces a pattern very similar to the metabolite of interest. Moreover, mass spectrometers are quantitative instruments; the intensity of the signal can be correlated with its abundance in the sample. However, the signal of the analyte of interest could be mixed with background noise, as other metabolites might have isobaric masses, i.e., the same atomic Mass spectrometry (MS) is an essential part of the cell biologist's proteomics toolkit, allowing analyses at molecular and system-wide scales. However, proteomics still lag behind genomics in popularity and ease of use. We discuss key differences between MS-based -omics and other booming -omics technologies and highlight what we view as the future of MS and its role in our increasingly deep understanding of cell biology.
Why proteomics is not the new genomics and the future of mass spectrometry in cell biology composition but different structure. Usually, the answer to the collaborator is, "I do see a molecule with the same mass as your metabolite of interest, and I cannot detect a signal in the treatment!" You can tell from his/her eyes that a clearer answer is desirable. This is more a problem of communication rather than of unreliable or unclear results. Scientists are used to analyses at the level of the genome that can be performed from a single cell with unambiguous determination of a specific genomic location or of the presence of a mutation. A mass spectrometer detects everything that ionizes, not just the biomolecule of interest. Indeed, mass spectrometers offer high resolution (>400,000 mass/ Δmass), high mass accuracy (<1 ppm), high sensitivity (<attomol), and high speed (12-20 Hz), meaning that they can easily generate 12-20 mass spectra within a second of analysis. Proteomics, metabolomics, and lipidomics deal with highly complex samples with a wide, dynamic range in analyte abundance. Sample complexity leads to mixed spectra of difficult interpretation, and sample dynamic range harms linear quantification for low abundant signals. The great sensitivity of MS is a risk for false positives, so expert analysts tend to be conservative when providing results.
Given the challenges in data interpretation, how can we be confident in MS results?
To help reduce the risk of false positives, technical efforts have focused on gas and liquid chromatography to optimize the online coupling to MS, as chromatography reduces the complexity of the signal within each MS scan and increases the confidence in spectra identification. Although MS technology has grown faster and more sensitive, more and better bioinformatics tools for MS have also been developed (Fig. 1 B) . About 20 different database-searching engines now exist for proteomics analyses, several of them freeware, reflecting the effort for confident identification of spectra and protein mixtures. A similar trend is observed for metabolomics, even though it is, in a sense, a younger academic field than proteomics and fewer tools are available. Thanks to recent computational advances, protein quantification is more accurate. Spectral counting was literally based on counting spectra that identified a certain protein, using a similar approach to genomic analyses that count the number of reads covering a specific sequence. However, MS cannot provide the depth of coverage provided by high-throughput sequencing; low abundance peptides are detected within an MS run by one to five spectra, which are insufficient values for accurate quantification. Nowadays, software automatically extract the intensity or the area of ion chromatograms and associate those signals with identifications of peptides or metabolites generated within the same MS run. Special care is thus taken for chromatography, which should provide defined and Gaussian-shaped peaks. Recently, quantification improved in accuracy thanks to data-independent acquisition methods (Gillet et al., 2012) , which allow extraction of both precursor and fragment ion chromatograms of an analyte, increasing the confidence in selecting the proper signal. Proteomics and metabolomics are now reliable quantitative disciplines, whereas they were labeled "semi-quantitative" a few years ago. However, reproducibility is still lower than in genomics, as ion chromatograms are more complex to extract with high confidence as compared with reads of DNA libraries. Thus, stringent statistics, such as correction for multiple testing, are almost never applied on quantitative values of MS studies, and the sole fold change is sometimes erroneously used as a threshold to filter relevant results (e.g., Najm et al., 2015) . 
What does MS bring to cell biology?
Despite important limitations, MS has undoubtable advantages. Although it is obvious, much information about cell phenotype cannot be detected otherwise, including protein posttranslational modifications, protein interactions, metabolite abundance, and, not less importantly, protein stoichiometry (Schwanhäusser et al., 2011) . The concept of protein hindrance is usually ignored by experiments that compare sample A to sample B. However, it is important to consider that proteins occupy the vast majority of the cell and that the number of such large biomolecules affects cell shape and behavior. Likely, a protein up-regulated from 20 to 40 copies has a different effect than one changing from 10 to 20 million copies, even though results display the same twofold change. MS results are inevitably affected by this issue. For instance, fewer proteins are identified in a muscle fiber than its respective stem cell. This is not only because of difficulties in homogenizing a differentiated tissue but also because a specialized cell expresses more copies of specific proteins, suppressing the signal of others. Keeping in mind a quantitative understanding of protein abundance and relative protein proportions in cells is not only necessary to gain a better understanding of the system studied but also helps with proper data normalization and facilitates experimental design.
Where is MS heading?
Even with many specialized adaptations of MS protocols and equipment, certain information is hard to extract based on the mass of the analyte of interest, revealing important technical limits to what cell biological questions can be addressed with MS. For instance, studying protein folding is challenging, as two proteins with the same sequence but different folding produce a single signal in MS. This technical limit has been addressed in part by the development of ion mobility (Kanu et al., 2008) , which consists in a tube inside the mass spectrometer filled with gas that generates a friction on the molecules flying toward it (Fig. 1 C) . Intuitively, an unfolded protein has a larger cross section than a folded one, so it will be retained for a longer period and the mixture will generate two distinct signals. This is basically a new dimension of separation, which can be used to separately analyze two species despite having the same mass. Interestingly, ion mobility has gained more popularity in the metabolomics community than the proteomics one, which may be because metabolites include a large number of molecules with the same intact mass. MS fragmentation, also called tandem MS or MS/MS, is used to increase confidence in analyte identification, as the fragmentation pattern of a peptide or a metabolite is more unique than its intact mass. MS/MS can thus be used to discriminate between multiple species with the same intact mass, but it is sometimes insufficient, and, thus, ion mobility has helped increase confidence by characterizing an additional feature to the analyte named "drift time."
Beyond technical improvements to better interrogate the same cell biological topics, the field is also under pressure to broaden the level of analyses. MS laboratories are now routinely asked, "Can we do single-cell analysis?" This question is typically important because a sample can be a mix of heterogeneous cell types that cannot easily be sorted. Proteomics and metabolomics live in the eternal conflict between simplifying the workflow while maintaining the depth of coverage, determining the localization of specific analytes, and adopting more and more complex purification strategies. Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine the organelle localization of proteins or metabolites from a tissue lysate if the tissue sample is homogenized before MS analysis. A new discipline in MS is thus gaining popularity-imaging ( Fig. 1 C) . Any molecule that flies and is ionized potentially enters the mass spectrometer. Under this assumption, a few ion sources have been developed to charge and sublimate analytes, generating a field named "ambient MS" (Cooks et al., 2006) . The ion source is normally a laser, but it could also be a desorption electrospray ionization (Takáts et al., 2005) . Ultimately, the sample is placed on a support and it is scanned, generating a pixelated image. Each of those pixels corresponds to a spectrum, so it becomes possible to monitor the localization of a specific analyte by extracting the spectra containing such ion in a manner similar to extracted ion chromatography. Today, imaging MS has reached translational applications (e.g., iKnife [Balog et al., 2013] ). iKnife exploits the characteristics of electrosurgical scalpels used during dissections and creates a small aerosol of the tissue during cutting. Such an aerosol can be driven into a mass spectrometer and the spectra generated are monitored in real time. By having software instructed to identify spectra fingerprinting, e.g., healthy and tumor tissues, it is possible to determine on-the-fly the nature of the tissue being excised.
Toward an integrated view of MS and other -omics analyses
Imaging MS and ion mobility have quickly pushed the field forward by improving data interpretation and resolution, and these developments have been met with strong interest and excitement. Attesting to a shift in the field, at the 2016 American Society for Mass Spectrometry annual conference, three oral sessions were solely dedicated to ion mobility, and four to imaging, whereas only one session combined older MS-based approaches including electrospray, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, and mass analyzers. The recent focus on imaging MS shows that the future of MS goes beyond just mass detection. We reached a stage where high-throughput sequencing and MS cover all the large-scale disciplines we can define: genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and lipidomics. With this amount of information, how we do not already know everything? Most agree that combining the results of all those techniques is the future of cell biology (Gomez-Cabrero et al., 2014) . However, the challenges nested into the computational infrastructure needed are significant. First, systems are highly dynamic. Epigenetic mechanisms are regulated throughout the entire lifespan; metabolites vary within a single day because of the circadian clock (Minami et al., 2009) ; protein phosphorylation status changes within milliseconds in, e.g., synaptosomes (Craft et al., 2008) . Time should then be a variable when merging the different -omics in the study of a biological system, but this requires multiple measurements and clustering, which is not always feasible. Another problem is communication across fields. We highlighted some misunderstanding between scientists with sequencing-or MS-based backgrounds but more are present. The solution is not simple, but more interdisciplinary collaboration would be a good place to start. In addition, we speculate that not only genomics but also proteomics and metabolomics classes will soon be taught in biochemistry and molecular biology courses.
In conclusion, we foresee that in the coming 10 yr at least one mass spectrometer will be present in every biology department. The flexibility and potential of MS remains to be fully exploited, and the creativity of MS researchers is only limited by the questions they are asking. Applications like proteomics are becoming a routine technical service that no longer requires highly specialized researchers, but, in our view, we are not there yet. It will take a few more years for other applications such as metabolomics to display their full potential, and highly trained scientists focused on advancing the technology are needed to push the field forward. Ion mobility and imaging have proven their relevance, but considering the amount of ongoing research on methodological developments, it is safe to assume that the best has yet to come. Finally, emerging applications like microfluidics, i.e., spraying entire cells into MS, still have to go beyond proofs-of-concept, and we recommend keeping an open mind about them, as MS is capable of this and much more. MS still has a lot of optimization ahead but also a lot to offer, and we are excited for future collaborative MS-based research to provide insights into previously inaccessible corners of cell biology.
